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NEW QUESTION: 1
How can you list the ACLs (if there are any) of a file test?
A. ls -l --acl test
B. lsacl test
C. ls -l test
D. getfacl test
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Unshielded Twisted Pair cabling is a:
A. one-pair wire medium that is used in a variety of networks.
B. four-pair wire medium that is used in a variety of networks.
C. three-pair wire medium that is used in a variety of
networks.
D. two-pair wire medium that is used in a variety of networks.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Unshielded Twisted Pair cabling is a four-pair wire medium that
is used in a variety of networks.
Source: KRUTZ, Ronald L &amp; VINES, Russel D., The CISSP Prep
Guide: Mastering the Ten Domains of Computer Security, 2001,
John Wiley &amp; Sons, Page 101.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three statements about the high availability of Cisco
UCCE central controller are valid? (Choose three.)
A. If the private LAN fails, the peripheral gateways are used
to help determine the active call router side of the duplex
pair.
B. If UCCE Logger side A fails, the impact of call processing
is limited to UCCE call router side A.
C. If UCCE Logger side A fails, router side B cannot send
historical info to UCCE Logger side A and is limited to UCCE
Logger side B.
D. If UCCE Logger side B fails, the UCCE Router side B cannot
send real-time and historical info to logger side A.
E. During Cisco UCCE call router failover processing, calls in
progress in Cisco CVP are disconnected, but all new calls are
processed successfully.
F. There is no impact on call processing during a Cisco UCCE
Logger failure.
G. If one UCCE call router of a duplex pair of Cisco UCCE call
routers fails, the surviving call router recognizes the failure
when it receives no response to heartbeats over the private
LAN.
Answer: A,F,G

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which action will you perform to restrict a user so that he/she
can only enter vouchers in control groups?
A. Enable the feature in the user preferences.
B. Enable the feature in the user profile.
C. Restrict access through the use of row-level security.
D. Only grant page-level access to the Control Group Voucher
Entry page.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
http://docs.oracle.com/middleware/maf210/mobile/develop/maf-use
r-preferences.htm
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